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Abstract. In this paper, we bridge the gap between procedural content generation (PCG) and user-generated content (UGC) by proposing and demonstrating an interactive agent-based model of self-assembling ensembles that can be directed through user input. We motivate these efforts by considering the opportunities technology provides to pursue game designs based on according game design frameworks. We present three different use cases of the proposed model that emphasize its potential to (1) self-assemble into predefined 3D graphical assets, (2) define new structures in the context of virtual environments by self-assembling layers on the surfaces of arbitrary 3D objects, and (3) allow novel structures to self-assemble only considering the model’s configuration and no external dependencies. To address the performance restrictions in computer games, we realized the prototypical model implementation by means of an efficient entity component system (ECS). We conclude the paper with an outlook on future steps to further explore novel interactive, dynamic PCG mechanics and to ensure their efficiency.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As an extension to the broadly applied foundation of the MDA framework (mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics) on game design [12], the DPE framework (design, play and experience) emphasizes the technological basis of game design as it determines the potential design space in terms of user experience, gameplay, storytelling, and learning in a pedagogical sense, if applicable [22]. The technological perspective and its tight relationship with game design is especially obvious in the context of PCG, where various elements of a game immediately emerge from algorithmic instructions. In particular, PCG has been applied to small bits of a game such as graphical assets, behavioral descriptions or local effects, their combination into spaces, most prominently defined through maps, systems that put bits into relation (also spatially), scenarios that introduce gameplay challenges, designs that combine various elements into playable experiences, and content which drives the experiences [4]. More recent advances of the MDA framework and its successors, e.g. the DDE framework (design, dynamics, experience) [18] shift the focus towards the possible and emerging relationships...
between the player subject and the antagonist that considers the entirety of designed aspects the player is exposed to. The essence of the DDE framework is, accordingly, the need to iteratively consider all the different, tightly interwoven design aspects to arrive at a wholistic design of an interactive experience. The resulting increase in the frequency of playtests culminates in the idea of PCG that adapts game design to specific player models in advance or during play, see e.g. [23,14,8,10].

Different from such adaptive PCG approaches, in this paper we consider another direction that dynamic PCG can take. In particular, we demonstrate how ensembles [5] of agents [2] can implement rather versatile interfaces to inform dynamic PCG processes. In the following section, we refer to several concepts that motivated and approaches that we built an exemplary model on, which we detail in Section 3. We showcase its capabilities and discuss its limitations. We conclude this paper with a short summary and considerations for future work.

2 RELATED WORK

PCG refers to algorithmically generated content [13], whereas UGC refers to content that platform users create, a.o. players of virtual worlds [7]. Such binary distinction quickly fades away when looking at crafting systems which provide mechanics for players to proactively contribute to the generation of game-related assets [3]. In [6], a 5-type taxonomy for crafting systems is introduced: type 1 implies that certain resources are traded for items (or upgrades of items) which could be reduced to the use of currency. Type 2 requires the player to uncover and follow a specific recipe to yield certain items. Type 3 crafting systems allow the player to explore the space of possible (pre-defined) recipes by themselves, whereas type 4 systems allow the player to make several choices which result in custom items, e.g. by combining different materials. Finally, type 5 are considered “true” crafting systems in the sense that minute details that the player determines interact with each other in a complex manner. Type 5 systems challenge the player in acquiring the knowledge how these interactions play out and in crafting solutions that meet some given requirements. As type 5 crafting systems generate outcomes based on computing the interplay of some inputs, they also qualify as procedural systems, bridging the gap between UGC and PCG, and potentially elevating “the crafting system to being the primary game mechanic” [6].

Arbitrary generative models can serve as a basis for systems at the boundary between UGC and PCG. Individually designed components might, for instance, self-assemble “into patterns or structures without human intervention” [21]. Simple models of self-assembly can be implemented by modeling virtual agents [2] that attract each other and stick together (static self-assembly), yielding high-level artifacts. These artifacts may exhibit properties that emerge from the in-

\footnote{We refer to dynamic PCG to particularly highlight the need and capability to procedurally generate on-the-fly to yield new solutions dynamically as, for instance, pursued in [24,20,19].}
terplay of the self-assembled ensemble of lower-level agents, i.e. that none of the lower-level agents exhibit by themselves [5]. In this paper, we present an interactive generative model that implements according self-assembling agent ensembles. We do not focus on the specific requirements of the user interface which arise when instructing large numbers of self-organizing agents [16] but rather on a description of the model and its implementation concept to achieve real-time performance.

One of the authors previously presented works in which agent ensembles were evolved and guided to grow three-dimensional structures based on tracing the agents’ trajectories, whereas some agents proliferated to yield branching structures [9] and others concerted their flight to generate braids [17]. These approaches featured reactive agents [15] that preform actions based on their perceived environment and internal states. In particular, they extended the original “boids” flocking model based on neighboring agents’ states [11] in terms of the aforementioned structural trace and behavioral augmentations. Reactive agents have also been used to interactively design large biomolecular models [1].

3 MODEL

Fig. 1. (a) Agent ensembles that are distributed across the scene (b) assemble into a shield, and (c) transition into (d) a sword.

In the preceding sections, we elaborated about PCG in the context of game design and motivated agent-based PCG mechanics directly made available to the player. To further this concept in the context of computer games, we implemented a simple agent-based model that can implement rules of self-assembly but can also be guided by the player subject or the antagonist (following the terminology of the DDE framework [18]). We realized this by agents (represented as grey cubes) that are stationary and exhibit ports (semi-transparent grey cubes) for other mobile agents to lock on. In the mobile state, an agent does not exhibit ports but seeks
them out within its vicinity to proactively come into port. Agents will move to their target position in a straight line and are allowed to pass through each other. Currently, all agents share the same appearance, dimensions and speed. While several agents may move toward the same port, agents encountering an occupied port either stop moving or choose an alternative destination. Spatial conflicts are resolved by automatic offsets to the side.

We implemented three concrete model instances, each promoting a different degree of user interaction, to demonstrate some of the capabilities of our model: Use case 1 shows how the agents can assemble into different assets over time. Use case 2 shows how the agents can dynamically occupy a surface. Use case 3 highlights the agents’ capacity to self-assemble without the need for a shape that provides context. At the beginning of each assembly process, the available agents are randomly distributed within a well-defined box that is centered at the origin of the scene. The initial distribution of agents can have a major impact on the outcome as their placement determines their locally perceived information. Figure 1 shows use case 1, i.e. how the agents first assemble into a warrior’s shield and transition into his sword. The shapes’ port information is precomputed, whereas the agents’ destinies are computed during runtime, once the player triggers the assembly of one or the other shape.

Use case 2 is demonstrated in Figure 2. It shows how an assembly instruction is dynamically applied to the environment without pre-computation: The user designates an object which triggers the random generation of ports on its surface and the agents’ embarkment. We consider the relative surface area of each triangle when calculating the probability of its occupation. However, complex meshes with double-sided faces or inner faces might skew the odds. Figure 3 displays outcomes of use case 3, i.e. self-assembly without contextual port definitions as in use cases 1 and 2. Rather, the agents stick together and grow into clusters by themselves. With a given probability, each agent determines whether to remain mobile or switch into the stationary state at the beginning of the simulation. The mobile agents dock onto free ports based on proximity, turn static and open up new ports themselves. The three examples in Figure 3 have been obtained by different rule sets that specify port availability.

Fig. 2. The agents lock onto the closest ports that were randomly generated on the surface.
Fig. 3. (a) Agent ensembles can dock onto free ports without restrictions. (b) Port generation by stationary agents is restricted to two dimensions. (c) Agent ensembles can only dock to the most recently generated ports.
In the first example (Figure 3(a)), stationary agents open up ports on each vacant side and, as a consequence, mobile agents are not limited to grow the cluster into any direction. In the second example (Figure 3(b)), only ports in the xy-plane are generated by the stationary agents which limits the growth to flat platforms. In the third example (Figure 3(c)), mobile agents can only dock onto ports opened by those agents that docked onto a cluster most recently. All the ports previously opened by agents that had docked on before, but one random one, are removed.

Efficiency is a great challenge when considering interactive PCG in the context of games considering the multifaceted intertwined processes that make for a proper, immersive experience. Therefore, we designed our implementation accordingly and built it on top of Unity’s Data Oriented Tech Stack (DOTS). It combines an entity component system (ECS), a job system, and a performant compiler especially to promote large numbers of interacting entities. Implementing the presented agents as entities, each one is composed of a set of uniquely identifiable data components, which can be iterated at high speed, especially due to a systematic avoidance of cache misses.

4 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

We motivated the use of interactive, dynamic PCG as a play mechanic based on broad perspectives of game design. Based on examples of agent ensembles that have previously been presented in interactive generative and simulative contexts, we proposed a model of agent ensembles that self-assemble based on player input. We demonstrated three according use cases where concrete model instances lead to self-assembly of different structures constrained by docking rules (use case 3), to agent coverage of arbitrary surfaces to highlight the flexibility of the model in a given virtual environment context (use case 2), and to player-triggered dynamic transformation of the ensemble into different predefined assets. We addressed the high performance requirements of interactive, dynamic PCG by realizing our model by means of an efficient ECS system.

In order to push interactive PCG in games, further interactions and especially their impact on play need to be explored. To this end, small whitebox prototypes could unearth some new directions where such game elements could lead. Models, technological realization and game mechanics should be systematically embedded into game design frameworks such as MDA, DPE or DDE to better explore their impact and the space for design opportunities they unfold. With the first steps of “true” design capabilities of interactive PCG—alogous to the quote about “true” crafting systems in Section 2—larger cascades and cycles of interlocking mechanics should be considered at a systematic, abstract level as well. For instance, based on the model instances presented in this paper, one could investigate the impact of dynamic assets on ecosystems of online multiplayer platforms that might correlate to actual processing and storage capacities. Or, as another example, one could investigate the physical impact of
user-created assets in the context of competitive fighting, racing or sports games, etc.

As mentioned above, the performance requirements are also high, both in terms of real time capabilities at small scopes of interactive, dynamic PCG or, if those can be ensured, for scaling up the scope, e.g. the numbers of agents and their capabilities. To this end, various development challenges can be overcome. For instance, our implementation could have harnessed the power of the utilized ECS framework more rigorously by identifying and setting up more jobs that can be run in parallel or by using ECS during the initialization step or when novel agents are spawned during runtime. Well-established acceleration algorithms such as spatial data structures could further reduce the number calculations to determine interactions. The performance impact of structural changes, i.e. changing an entity’s archetype by adding or removing components, should be evaluated. In case structural changes are too costly, boolean flags might be used.
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